The Tech activity with which the freshman becomes acquainted is the Technology Christian Association. This organization was founded in 1919, and is one of the many Christian organizations on the Institute. It is not only the only one of the Christian groups which operates on the Institute; it is also the only one of the major Christian groups of which a student who is not a member of the Tech can become a member. Technology Christian Association is a religious group which seeks to bring together, for the purpose of discussion, all students who are interested in the Bible, in the Church, and in the work of the Christian church.

The Technology Christian Association offers several activities. It is composed of a group of men and women who are interested in the study of the Bible, in the life of the Church, and in the work of the Christian church. It has a club, a prayer meeting, a Bible study, and a weekly meeting. It also offers a course in Bible study, and a course in the history of the Church. It is a religious organization, and all of its activities are conducted in accordance with the principles of the Christian church.
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